
TP CONTROL 
Budget & forecasting

Cost management
Any time
Centrally



Everything you need,  
in one place, to make  
projects a success.

TRANSPARENT BUDGETING AND RESILIENT 
COST CONTROLLING ARE IMPORTANT CORE  
TASKS THAT ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE SUCCESS  
OF EVERY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT.

INVOICE APPROVAL
BUDGETING

EVALUATION

FORECASTING

Reliability, precision and clarity are  

required – but all too often, this cannot  

be achieved using traditional tools like  

Excel tables and standalone solutions. 

This is why many building owners, project 

controllers and project developers rely  

on TP CONTROL.

TP CONTROL brings together all  

of the key functions for comprehensive  

project controlling:
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ACCESS FROM ANYWHERE  
AT ANY TIME

TRANSPARENT COST STRUCTURES 
IN LARGE PROJECTS

REAL-TIME ANALYSIS

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING FOR ALL

BRIDGE BETWEEN CORPORATE FINANCE 
AND PROJECT REALITY

AN ESTABLISHED PROVIDER  
AS A ONE STOP SHOP

The days when Excel tables or PDF 
evaluations were sent around by email 
are over. With TP CONTROL, all costs are 

The functions included allow cost  
information to be seamlessly  
transferred to various processes.  
This enables project managers and 

Thanks to its strong reporting function 
and flexible adaptability, TP CONTROL 
allows evaluations to be accessed with 
just a few clicks and turned into targeted 

TP CONTROL bridges the gap that often 
exists between the project itself and 
a company’s accounting department. 

As a long-standing SaaS provider for the 
construction industry, Thinkproject not 
only has the requisite expertise, but also 
offers Common Data Environments (virtual  

managed centrally, making them simple  
to view for anyone with the corresponding 
rights – and ensuring absolute transparency.

All of the costs of the construction project  
are clearly displayed iTP CONTROL.  
All of the parties involved use the same 
model. This prevents deviations and  

discrepancies and ensures complete cost  
transparency, however big the project  
may be.

controllers to manage cash flow planning 
and billing runs, create cost forecasts and 
access critical evaluations immediately  
and without delay.

reports so that the status, progress and 
forecast for a project or an entire project 
portfolio can be presented to management 
and other project participants.

It can even integrate accounting systems 
like SAP – all while ensuring high security 
standards.

project rooms) – making it a one-stop  
shop for solutions for project-oriented  
cost controlling, drawing and document  
management, and much more besides.



BUDGET AND  
FORECASTING

DIGITAL INVOICE  
APPROVAL

MULTI-PROJECT  
REPORTING

Recording of change orders/decision  
documents in an online form, incl.  
monetary valuation of freely definable  
workflows

- Schedule management

- Risk assessment

- Cost reports and  
  cross-project evaluations

Digital stamp for documenting each 
approval step

- Photo documentation

- Traffic light evaluations

Management of all “decision documents”: 
variation management, change order  
management, as well as notices of concern  
or obstruction

Integration of external project participants

Overview of current processing status

Full-text search within invoices

Easy-to-use input screens for cost monitoring 
and cost planning by budget item and 
/or contract unit

Cost breakdowns based on individual  
project budgets

Detailed tracking of actual costs and the 
corresponding orders

Report generator with extensive evaluation 
options, forecasts and risk analyses

Freely configurable web database incl. rights 
concept Fully customisable reporting tool for 
all construction projects, incl.:

Automatic interface with Budget &  
Forecasting – direct link to order and  
invoice screen 

Process individually configurable  
for each project 

Filtering and evaluations

Risk management via management and  
assessment of financial risks (e.g. change 
order notifications, notices of concern  
or obstruction)

Transfers between budget items and  
evidence of transfer Forecasting functions 
and liquidity planning

Detailed rights concept for connecting the 
various user groups

Automatic generation of invoice cover letters, 
periodical management reports, content for 
programs like Email and Messenger, etc.

Interfaces with accounting systems  
(e.g. SAP, Navision)

CHANGES

Features



thinkproject.com #constructionintelligence

About  
Thinkproject 
Europe-based Thinkproject is a leading  
construction and engineering SaaS  
provider. Turning intelligence from  
data and industry experts into an  
advantage for customers, it is at the  
forefront of the digitalisation and  
transformation of the AECO industry. 

With 450 employees worldwide,  
Thinkproject provides digital solutions  
enabling the management of asset  
lifecycles to:

2,750 
CUSTOMERS AND MORE THAN

250,000
USERS, IN OVER

60
COUNTRIES


